INTRODUCTION
============

Comparative modeling is currently the most accurate protein structure prediction method ([@B1]). A prerequisite for successful comparative modeling is to find at least one suitable structure that shares a detectable sequence similarity spanning most of the modeled sequence ([@B2]). Accordingly, the two most critical steps in comparative modeling are: (i) identifying one or more templates, and (ii) calculating an accurate alignment between the target sequence and template structure(s) ([@B3]). The first step in comparative modeling is aided by several methods developed for fold-recognition ([@B4; @B5; @B6]) and profile-alignment ([@B7],[@B8]) that allow an efficient recognition of remotely related sequences. Although these methods often identify more than one template structure, currently available modeling programs, and especially the automated servers, typically consider only one template for building a model for a target sequence. Meanwhile results at CASP meetings ([@B9]) and other reports([@B10],[@B11]) indicate that the use of multiple templates improves the quality of comparative models ([@B10]).

Accurate alignment of a target sequence to a template structure continues to be a bottleneck in producing good quality homology models. A number of alignment methods have been developed and are publicly available. However, none of these alignment methods consistently produces a better solution that is better than those from other methods ([@B12],[@B13]). Furthermore, alignments produced by different methods are often better in some regions and worse in others when compared to one other. One possible solution to this problem is to consider several alignment methods and combine better-aligned parts into a unique solution ([@B14]).

The M4T server has been developed to address these issues by producing accurate alignments and models by minimizing the errors associated with the first two steps (template recognition and alignment) in comparative modeling. In the first step, protein structures are searched, compared and analyzed, and a number of candidates are selected to serve as templates. Next, to reduce errors associated with sequence-to-structure alignments, M4T uses an iterative implementation of the Multiple Mapping Method (MMM) ([@B12]) that considers solutions from several alignment methods and combines better-aligned parts into a unique solution, which, on average, is more accurate than any of the input alignments alone. In the final step, using these critical inputs, a default comparative protein structure model building is performed using Modeller ([@B15]).

M4T server
----------

M4T server performs three main tasks in an automated manner ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}): (i) template search and selection performed by the Multiple Template (MT) module; (ii) target sequence to template structure(s) alignment, performed by the Multiple Mapping Module (MMM) module ([@B12]) and (iii) model building, performed by Modeller ([@B15]). Figure 1.General overview of the algorithm: first, a PSI-BLAST search is performed with a query sequence, then template(s) are selected in the MT-module; subsequently, MMM-module performs sequence-to-structure alignment(s), and finally Modeller builds the protein model(s).

Template selection: MT module
-----------------------------

The target sequence is used as query to search for homologous protein structure(s) that could serve as template(s) by running three iterations of PSI-BLAST ([@B8]) against PDB ([@B16]), with an *E*-value cutoff of 0.0001. Only those hits are selected where the sequence overlap with the target sequence is covering more than 60% of the actual SCOP domain length or more than 75% of the PDB chain length in case of a missing SCOP classification. After searching the PDB an iterative clustering procedure identifies the most suitable templates to combine, i.e. the least number of templates that can contribute the most to the model. Templates are selected or discarded according to a hierarchical selection procedure that accounts for sequence identity between templates and target sequence, sequence identity among templates, crystal resolution of the templates and contribution of templates to the target sequence (i.e. if a region is covered by several templates or by a single template only).

The result of the iterative clustering of templates is one or more groups of templates each containing one or more template structures ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Within each cluster, all templates are aligned to the corresponding target sequence using the iterative-MMM approach (see later). In the last consolidation step the sequence-to-structure alignments of the overlapping clusters are combined. The overlapping parts are identified by first structurally superposing the templates, and subsequently by calculating an LGA_S score ([@B17]) on that superposition. If this score is greater than 70%, the overlapping clusters are combined using their alignment to the (same) target sequence as reference. If clusters of templates are not overlapping or the overlap between them is not sufficient for a structurally accurate superposition (i.e. less than six residues) then the target sequence is split into independent, separate parts and individual models are built for each 'modelable' part of the target sequence. Figure 2.Details of the MT and MMM modules of M4T. In the MT module the template candidates go through an iterative clustering and filtering process to select the least number of templates with a unique contribution to the target. The MMM module is an iterative implementation of the original Multiple Mapping Method using sequence profiles.

Target to template(s) alignment: MMM module
-------------------------------------------

The target-to-template(s) alignments are calculated using an iterative implementation of the Multiple Mapping Method ([@B12]) ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). To construct profiles, the sequences of the target and template(s) are searched against the non-redundant database \[NR ([@B18])\] of NCBI using five iterations of PSI-BLAST and with *E*-value cutoff of 0.0001. Next, BlastProfiler ([@B19]) is run to build representative sequence profiles for both the target and template sequences. BlastProfiler parses all iterations of PSIBLAST outputs, locates and stores those pairwise alignments between the query and database sequences that meet the filtering criteria. The values specified for filtering are: (i) lower and upper cutoffs for percent sequence identities between the hit and the query, as reported in the pairwise Blast alignment; default: 30 and 90%, respectively. (ii) Lower bound for alignment length; default: 30 residues. (iii) Maximal *E*-value for each hit; default: 0.0001. (iv) Minimal required coverage of the query in the alignment, in percentage; default: 30%. Typically, the PSI-BLAST output contains more than one alignment for the same hit sequence, especially when multiple iterations are performed. Such alternative alignments may include either the same or different regions of the hit sequence. Alignments to different regions of the target are kept as separate entries. Two alignments that involve the same hit sequence are considered redundant if the overlap is greater than 50%. Because alignments produced in later iterations contain more specific information about the sequence profile, these alignments are preferred over earlier ones in case of overlaps. The second major step in the selection of a set of representative hit sequences is to remove sequence redundancy using CD-HIT clustering program (20) at 40% identity level. Starting from the collected sequences, three separate profiles are calculated for each template(s) and target sequence, namely *clustalw_d\_profile*, *clustalw_m\_profile* and *muscle_profile*. The *clustalw_d\_profile* and *clustalw_m\_profile* are obtained using CLUSTALW ([@B21]) with default gap penalty function(*clustalw_d\_profile*) and with modified gap penalty function (*clustalw_m\_profile*). The CLUSTALW modified gap penalty function uses gap opening penalty of 5 and a gap extension penalty of 0.2, which are one-half of their corresponding default values and CLUSTALW was shown to perform competitively well with these parameters ([@B12],[@B19]). The MUSCLE multiple sequence alignment program, with default parameters, is used to build *muscle_profile* ([@B22]). As a result, three separate profiles for the target sequence and three profiles for each template(s) are generated. Finally, the target profiles are aligned to the corresponding template profiles. At the end of this step, three alternative profile-to-profile-based sequence alignments are available, which are used as input to MMM ([@B12]).

Model building
--------------

Models are built with Modeller ([@B15],[@B23]) using the default values for \_\_model.top routine. Selected template(s) and optimized alignment(s) from the MT and MMM modules described earlier are provided as inputs.

Benchmarking model quality
--------------------------

Two measures are calculated to assess model quality. The DOPE score was published recently and it showed a favorable performance over other energy scores to rank models relatively to each other ([@B24]). DOPE score is useful if a user calculates several models for the same protein. In order to assess model quality in absolute terms we also calculate PROSA2003 scores and energy profile ([@B25]). The DOPE and PROSA2003 scores can be found in the header of the calculated coordinate file of the model while a separate html link leads to the PROSA2003 energy profile plot.

Performance of the method
-------------------------

The performance of M4T was extensively benchmarked on a set of 765 modeling cases and CASP targets, where a backdated version of PDB was used for searching for templates \[to be published elsewhere; Fernandez-Fuentes, N., Rai, B., Madrid-Aliste, C., Fajardo, J. and Fiser, A. (2007) Comparative protein structure modeling by combining of multiple templates and optimizing sequence-to-structure alignments. *Submitted*\].

All comparative model targets from CASP6 were tested by building models with M4T using the single best identified template and then by using multiple templates. In this setup we used the MMM alignment module of M4T to generate input alignments for both cases. For 11 out of 24 CASP6 comparative modeling targets it was possible to combine multiple templates. For all cases but one (T0269) the use of multiple templates provides a superior model in terms of RMSD and GDT_TS scores than the one based on a single best template. The most impressive improvement takes place in case of target sequence T0275 where the GDT_TS score increases from 55.37 to 72.41 when multiple templates are combined.

M4T also compared well with state-of-the art methods and human experts in protein modeling. M4T was compared with the single best models submitted to CASP6 by any group. It is less trivial to compare these results because alignments may be different due to different methods used, different profiles employed or manual editing. Also, certain users may have used information on multiple structures. In addition, expert users may have attempted side chain and loop modeling in certain parts of the models. An ultimate goal of automated structure prediction is to deliver models with a competitive accuracy to the ones created by 'expert users', and to do it in a fully automated way and in a short time. In 9 out of 24 cases, M4T outperformed the single best model submitted to CASP. As another qualitative comparison, in nine cases the differences between the best CASP model and M4T were too small to draw any conclusion, while in five and nine cases M4T or CASP models were significantly more accurate (for one case M4T did not return a model). Out of the 24 best CASP targets the largest population of targets that belonged to the same research group was 9, the second largest was 2. In this simplified comparison M4T would fare as the second best individual performer with 5 of the 24 best targets. While it is true that from a small number of test cases, such as at CASP, it is hard to conclude statistical significance ([@B26]) we perceive this performance as encouraging and a sign that automated methods are becoming competitive with the best expert users.

The real benefit of using multiple templates with Multiple Mapping Method is to generate more accurate models at low sequence identity levels (below 50%). As sequence identity decreases, the accuracy of models (in terms of RMSD to the experimental solution structure) that are built using multiple templates is better than the accuracy of models built using any single template alone as tested on random 765 modeling cases ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, on average, the length of the modeled sequence is longer when using multiple templates than when using a single template. When using multiple templates the length of model coverage increases by at least 1, 5, 10, 20 residues in 56, 21, 12.5, 2,5% of the cases, respectively, and the coverage is the same as in case of using single templates in 44% of the cases. Figure 3.RMSD (model compared to the actual experimental structure) versus sequence identity. Using a dataset of 765 proteins with known structures two sets of models were built: (1) using one template only (best *E*-value hit; light bars), (2) using multiple templates selected by MT (grey bars). The percentage of sequence identity is calculated between the hit sequence with the highest *E*-value and the query sequence. Error of the mean is indicated.

Design, implementation and use
------------------------------

M4T server is implemented on an Apache server running Fedora Core 5 operating system. The server is interfaced with a CGI Perl and Javascript coded web interface. The MT and MMM modules are coded in Perl and C++ language, respectively. Databases required by the server, namely, PDB ([@B16]) and NR ([@B18]), are locally installed and weekly updated. All the queries are submitted to a queuing system. Results are either displayed in HTML format or sent to the user by e-mail as a hyperlink.

Submitting a query
------------------

The M4T server has a straightforward interface ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In order to use this server, the user must provide a target sequence, which can be entered in a text box, or can be uploaded as a text file. The target sequence must be in raw text containing one-letter amino acid codes (without any headers). Users may add a description of the sequence at the 'Job Description' field. If an e-mail address is provided the user is also notified by e-mail when the prediction is finished including a hyperlink where the results can be accessed. M4T assigns a unique job identifier for each submitted query (e.g. DIR_cA8r0n). This job identifier can be used to check the status of the submission (i.e. in queue, running, finished) and to retrieve the results by typing it in the 'Job ID' field at the submission page. Figure 4.Screenshots of the submission and results web pages.

Retrieving results
------------------

M4T returns a full atom model(s) in PDB format and the alignment(s) used to build the model. When the prediction process is finished, the server will send a notification by e-mail to the user (if an e-mail address was provided). Otherwise, users have to visit the submission page and access the results page by using the job identifier. Results are kept on the server for 5 days only.

Possible bottlenecks
--------------------

Occasionally, M4T may fail to provide a prediction. The main reason is usually that PSI-BLAST ([@B8]) fails to find homologous protein structure(s) to the sequence. But even if PSI-BLAST succeeds to detect possible template(s), after running the MT module none of the PDB hits might be found to be suitable to model the target sequence. All details of the process are registered in a log file that users can examine. In addition users can contact the authors via e-mail to <m4t@fiserlab.org> for further information.

SUMMARY
=======

A web server for comparative protein structure prediction is described that takes advantage of a recently developed new sequence to structure alignment technique and the optimal selection and use of multiple template structures. The most time-consuming parts of the M4T algorithm are the database searches and calculation of profiles (clustering). If there is no other competing job in the queue system the prediction typically is done in 5--20 min. The server is designed to deliver high quality comparative models to the non-experts users, with competitive quality to those produced by manual expert modelers.
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